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Abstract

Engine simulations with diesel fuel spray at ultra-high injection pressures ranging from 100 to 300 MPa were conducted in a vertical valve engine geometry using ANSYS FLUENT 13.0. The in-cylinder flow was calculated by RANS models and DES and validated with the experimental data. The fuel spray characteristics such as Sauter mean diameter, spray cone angle, spray tip penetration and fuel/air mixture were studied under the presence of in-cylinder flow. The ultra-high injection pressures assist in the breakup of droplets into smaller size, accelerating atomization, dispersing the spray in a wide cone angle and mixing air/fuel effectively. However, the rate of change in droplet size was reduced by increasing the injection pressure. Also, high air density in the cylinder did not induce the breakup of droplets. The spray simulations failed for the RNG k-ε and standard k-ω models and the issue was found to be the sensitivity to of the calculations to grid size and type in the particle tracking methodology.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>Dissipation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Gas Phase (subscript)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Turbulence Kinetic Energy/Specific Heat Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Liquid Phase (subscript)/Length of Nozzle Hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Liquid Core Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$</td>
<td>Wave Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Dynamic Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Surface Tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Kinematic Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re$</td>
<td>Reynolds Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Temperature/Taylor Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Shear Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>Relative Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Turbulence Frequency or Specific Dissipation Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>Wave Growth Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$We$</td>
<td>Weber Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>Ohnesorge Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASOI</td>
<td>After Start of Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATDC</td>
<td>After Top Dead Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDC</td>
<td>Bottom Dead Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Crank Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>Detached Eddy Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Direct Numerical Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCCI</td>
<td>Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INJ</td>
<td>Injector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVC</td>
<td>Intake Valve Close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVO</td>
<td>Intake Valve Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH-RT</td>
<td>Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LES</td>
<td>Large Eddy Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Naturally Aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANS</td>
<td>Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG</td>
<td>Renormalization Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMD</td>
<td>Sauter Mean Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAB</td>
<td>Taylor Analogy Breakup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC</td>
<td>Top Dead Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1. Introduction

The diesel engine is regarded as a thermodynamically efficient engine marketed for automotive use. However, due to the non-homogeneous mixture of fuel and air, diesel engines are also acknowledged as ‘dirty’, since they produce extensive soot. Years of development has made the diesel engine controllable and effective, resulting in better fuel consumption and a cleaner engine. Nevertheless, due to the potential impact on the automotive industry, developing a clean diesel engine has been in the forefront of research for the past decade.

A new emission standard has recently been proposed by the State of California to reduce the combined emissions of non-methane organic gas (NMOG) and nitric oxide (NOx) by 20% and particulate matter (PM) by 52% from the current standard (LEV II), active from 2014 through 2022 [1]. The California emission standard is one of the strictest in the world and has been widely accepted in many other states in the USA. Automotive manufacturers will have to meet this regulation for all new vehicles sold in the coming era. To achieve this requirement, the industry must investigate a range of factors that can potentially reduce engine emissions, including fuels, combustion process, chemical-kinetics, in-cylinder flow, fuel-air mixture formation, sprays, engine geometries, etc.

One of the solutions advanced in diesel engine applications is better fuel droplet atomization and air-fuel mixture. The evolution of high-pressure-injection technology will result in fine atomization and will provide for better air-fuel mixture [2]. Recently, the pressure of the injection systems has reached 300 MPa or more, and a number of researchers are showing interest in the performance of the ultra-high pressure injectors. To study the effect of the ultra-high injection pressure spray, characteristics such as spray penetration, Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and fuel distribution should be carefully investigated.

Nowadays, computational simulations have been adopted as a key analysis tool in engine research to establish correlation with experimental studies and provide new information for designers. A significant advantage of using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the flexibility of simulation setups and the time and cost efficiencies
compared to experiments. The present research is being carried out to investigate the physical phenomena associated with diesel engine combustion. Major CFD commercial codes that are available in the market currently include ANSYS CFX, ANSYS FLUENT, AVL FIRE and CD-adapco STAR-CD and STAR-CCM+, whereas KIVA and OpenFOAM are becoming popular as open source codes. FLUENT has been chosen in this study to take advantage of its ability to simulate general flow problems. It offers different kinds of models to evaluate engine characteristics.

At the first stages of this study, different submodels of the engine, especially turbulence and spray models, were configured and the flow field was simulated in an effort to gain a deeper understanding of these complex flows. In the next stage, the spray model was integrated into the in-cylinder flow to observe the outcome of the interaction between the spray and the flow.

The motivations of this thesis are: 1) to understand the functionality and utility of the CFD code FLUENT in engine and spray simulations and 2) to study the effect of the ultra-high injection pressure sprays injected into a vertical-valve diesel engine.

The thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter 2, the literature about in-cylinder flow and high injection pressure sprays and their interaction are reviewed. Further insights into the methodologies of turbulence submodels are discussed. The numerical setups of the simulations are then explained in the third chapter and the results are analyzed in the following chapter. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in the fifth chapter. The in-cylinder flow development time series for each turbulence model is presented in Appendix A and the parameters that are utilized in the simulations are listed in Appendix B at the end of this thesis.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

2.1. Introduction
The mechanisms of turbulent flow, fuel atomization, and the interaction between fuel and air in a diesel engine are yet to be fully understood. A number of researchers are presently studying the characteristics of flow and fuel properties by using currently available techniques and technologies. In this chapter, the characteristics of in-cylinder flow and entrainment of air, the use of high injection pressure spray, and its application in actual engine apparatus will be highlighted and summarized. The reviews are followed by the discussion of numerical submodels which are implemented in CFD codes.

2.2. Previous Studies
Kato et al. [3] and Yokota et al. [4] have reported on experiments in the ultra-high injection system at the primal stage of its technology. They examined the effects of the injection pressure ranging from 55 to 250 MPa and also the variations of nozzle orifice and injection duration. From their studies they concluded that the Sauter mean diameter is correlated with the average injection pressure and also the change of the injection pressure in time. Moreover, a shorter combustion process and reduced soot formation are realized by utilizing the ultra-high injection pressure and smaller orifice diameter.

Nishida’s research group at the University of Hiroshima has conducted numerous experiments utilizing various ultra-high injection pressures, micro-hole nozzles, spray wall-impingement setup, and diesel and alternative diesel fuels [5-11]. The combination of 300 MPa injection pressure and 0.08 mm nozzle-hole diameter reportedly gave the best performance in terms of turbulent mixture rate and droplet size reduction to decrease the mixture process and lean mixture formation, which also agrees with the findings of Kato et al. [3] and Yokota et al. [4].

Lee et al. [12] experimentally and numerically investigated free sprays at ultra-high injection pressure in the range of 150 to 355 MPa. No significant change in the Sauter mean diameter on attaining an injection pressure of 300 MPa, and a reduced growth rate of the penetration length were reported.
Tao and Bergstrand [13] studied the effect of ultra-high injection pressures on engine ignition and combustion using three-dimensional numerical simulations. The advantage of high pressure injection in producing reduced ignition delay, short combustion phase and fast flame propagation was reported. Additionally, three different rates of injection profiles were examined. Rate falling injection, for which the injection rate is decreasing during the injection process, was found to shorten fuel burn duration at the early stage of combustion and expand at the later stage, and rate rising injection performed inversely. On the other hand, rate rising injection estimated a wider flame area at high temperature and reduced the NO formation due to faster cooling after combustion. Flame lift-off lengths were observed to be constant at different injection pressures in contrast to the case of injection in a constant volume chamber.

To study the characteristics of ultra-high injection pressure sprays numerically, it is also important to understand the role of different types of spray models. Comprehensive reviews of droplet phenomena have been presented by Lin and Reitz [14] and Jiang et al. [15]. The differences between popular breakup models have been discussed by Djavareshkian and Ghasemi [16] and Hossainpour and Binesh [17]. They reported on the implementation of WAVE (or Kelvin-Helmholtz) and KH-RT (Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor) models, and found better agreement with experimental data using KH-RT. The interaction of the mesh, turbulence model and spray has been studied by Karrholm and Nordin [18] in a constant volume chamber.

The effect of spray-in-cylinder-flow interaction is realized in the combustion process [19] and has been studied by a number of researchers. Choi et al. [20] found that the flow pattern around the spray is similar at different injection pressures. However, strong flow recirculation was observed at higher injection pressure. Spray characteristics in cross-flow was studied by Desantes et al. [21], McCracken and Abraham [22], and Park et al. [23] to observe the effect on particle size and mixing process. Correlation of penetration and dispersion of a gas jet and sprays was examined by Iyer and Abraham [24]. The effects of gas density and vaporization on penetration, injection condition and dispersion of spray have been discussed by Naber and Siebers [25], Kennaird et al. [26], and Post et al. [27]. Jagus et al. [28] assessed injection and mixing using LES turbulence modeling.
2.3. **Governing Equations**

The mathematical model of fluid flow and heat transfer in general is developed from the conservation laws of physics: conservation of mass, Newton’s second law, and first law of thermodynamics [29]. These laws are expressed as:

Conservation of mass (Continuity equation)

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \vec{u}) = 0
\]  

(1)

Momentum equation

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho \vec{u})}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \vec{u} \vec{u}) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot \vec{t}
\]  

(2)

Conservation of energy

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho E)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho E \vec{u}) = -\nabla \cdot (p \vec{u}) + \nabla (k \text{ grad } T) + \nabla (\vec{u} \cdot \vec{t})
\]  

(3)

2.3.1. **Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equations**

The random nature of turbulent flow contains a large number of phenomena. To reduce the cost of calculation, the solution of instantaneous (exact) Navier-Stokes equations are decomposed into time-averaged (mean) and fluctuating components [30]. For velocity,

\[
\vec{u} = \bar{\vec{u}} + \vec{u}'
\]  

(4)

and for pressure, energy, species and other quantities,

\[
\phi = \bar{\phi} + \phi'
\]  

(5)

Substituting the above into the continuity and momentum equations and taking time-averaged results to obtain the time-averaged equations yields

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{\rho}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\bar{\rho} \bar{u}) = 0
\]  

(6)

\[
\frac{\partial (\bar{\rho} \bar{u})}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\bar{\rho} \bar{u} \bar{u})
\]

\[= -\nabla \bar{p} + \mu \nabla (\text{grad } \bar{u})
\]

\[+ \left[ -\frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\bar{\rho} \bar{u} ' \bar{u}') - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (\bar{\rho} \bar{u} ' \bar{v}') - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\bar{\rho} \bar{u} ' \bar{w}')\right]
\]  

(7)

To capture the characteristics of turbulence in the flow, a number of turbulence models have been formulated and are commonly used. Three common approaches to
simulate turbulent flows include Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) and Direct Numerical Simulation (DES) [30]. Though LES has become popular, RANS is still favoured in the industry due to its economy, robustness and reasonable accuracy in a wide range of turbulent flows. Further, three different turbulence models are commonly used in RANS modeling and are briefly described below.

2.3.1.1. **Standard k-ε model**

The standard k-ε is a classical model which is based on transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy ($k$) and its dissipation rate ($ε$):

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho k) + \nabla \cdot (\rho k \overline{u}) = \nabla \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \text{grad} k \right] + G_k - \rho \varepsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho \varepsilon) + \nabla \cdot (\rho \varepsilon \overline{u}) = \nabla \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \text{grad} \varepsilon \right] + C_{1\varepsilon} \frac{\varepsilon}{k} G_k - C_{2\varepsilon} \rho \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where the turbulent (or eddy) viscosity, $\mu_t$, and the production of turbulence kinetic energy, $G_k$, are given as

$$\mu_t = \rho C_\mu \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$G_k = -\rho \overline{u_i^t u_j^t} \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

By default, the model constants $C_{1\varepsilon}$, $C_{2\varepsilon}$, $C_{\mu}$, and the turbulent Prandtl numbers $\sigma_k$ and $\sigma_\varepsilon$ are determined as follow to accommodate a variety of flow problems.

$$C_{1\varepsilon} = 1.44, C_{2\varepsilon} = 1.92, C_{\mu} = 0.09, \sigma_k = 1.0 \text{ and } \sigma_\varepsilon = 1.3.$$  

2.3.1.2. **Renormalization Group (RNG) k-ε model**

RNG k-ε is a more refined model than the standard k-ε model, developed using a statistical technique. The differences between the two models are:

- An additional term is introduced in the dissipation equation to improve the accuracy in rapidly strained flows.
- The accuracy of the swirl flow is improved.
- An analytical formula for turbulent Prandtl numbers (inverse effective Prandtl numbers, $\alpha_k$ and $\alpha_\varepsilon$) is added where the standard k-ε uses adjustable constants.
• Effective viscosity, \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \), is also analytically derived to handle the low-Reynolds number case.

The equations for the RNG k-\( \varepsilon \) model are:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho k) + \nabla \cdot \rho k \vec{u} = \nabla [\alpha_k \mu_{\text{eff}} \text{grad } k] + g_k - \rho \varepsilon \tag{12}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho \varepsilon) + \nabla \cdot \rho \varepsilon \vec{u} = \nabla [\alpha_\varepsilon \mu_{\text{eff}} \text{grad } \varepsilon] + C_{1\varepsilon} \frac{\varepsilon}{k} G_k - C_{2\varepsilon} \rho \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} - R_\varepsilon \tag{13}
\]

where

\[
\mu_{\text{eff}} = \mu + \mu_t \tag{14}
\]

\[
R_\varepsilon = \frac{C_\mu \rho \eta^3 (1 - \eta/\eta_0) \varepsilon^2}{1 + \beta \eta^3} \tag{15}
\]

\[
\eta = S \frac{k}{\varepsilon} \tag{16}
\]

The dissipation equation can be rewritten as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho \varepsilon) + \nabla \cdot \rho \varepsilon \vec{u} = \nabla [\alpha_\varepsilon \mu_{\text{eff}} \text{grad } \varepsilon] + C_{1\varepsilon} \frac{\varepsilon}{k} G_k - C_{2\varepsilon}^* \rho \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} \tag{17}
\]

where

\[
C_{2\varepsilon}^* = C_{2\varepsilon} + \frac{C_\mu \rho \eta^3 (1 - \eta/\eta_0)}{1 + \beta \eta^3} \tag{18}
\]

The model constants of the RNG k-\( \varepsilon \) model, \( C_{1\varepsilon} \), \( C_{2\varepsilon} \), \( C_\mu \), \( \alpha_k \), \( \alpha_\varepsilon \), \( \eta_0 \) and \( \beta \), are given as below.

\[
C_{1\varepsilon} = 1.42, \quad C_{2\varepsilon} = 1.68, \quad C_\mu = 0.0845, \quad \alpha_k = \alpha_\varepsilon = 1.393, \quad \eta_0 = 4.38 \quad \text{and} \quad \beta = 0.012.
\]

2.3.1.3. **Standard k-\( \omega \) model**

The standard k-\( \omega \) model (or Wilcox k-\( \omega \) model) is another two-equation RANS turbulence model which replaces the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in the k-\( \varepsilon \) model by the turbulence frequency (or specific dissipation rate), \( \omega = \varepsilon/k \). The equations have forms similar to the k-\( \varepsilon \) model:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho k) + \nabla \cdot \rho k \vec{u} = \nabla [\left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \text{grad } k] + P_k - \beta^* \rho k \omega \tag{19}
\]
where the eddy viscosity is given by

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \omega) + \nabla \cdot \rho \omega \vec{u} = \nabla \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_w} \right) \text{grad} \ \omega \right] + \gamma_1 \left( 2 \rho S_{ij} \cdot \dot{S}_{ij} - 2 \frac{\rho \omega}{3} \frac{\partial \vec{u}}{\partial y} \delta_{ij} \right) - \beta_1 \rho \omega^2
\]  
(20)

The standard k-\(\omega\) model has the model constants, the turbulent Prandtl numbers \(\sigma_k\) and \(\sigma_\omega\), and non-dimensional constants \(\gamma_1, \beta^*\) and \(\beta_1\), which are given as below.

\[
\alpha_k = \alpha_c = 2.0, \ \gamma_1 = 5.53, \ \beta^* = 0.09 \text{ and } \beta_1 = 0.075
\]

2.3.2. Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) Model

Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) is also explored in this research to benchmark the flow inside a cylinder. The DES model is a three-dimensional unsteady numerical algorithm which incorporates RANS and Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) into the flow calculation [31]. It is generally referred to as a hybrid RANS/LES method as the LES mode (subgrid-scale or SGS function) is utilized in the separated region whereas the RANS mode prevails in the boundary-layer region. In this study, the DES model based on the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras RANS model has been used. In RANS mode, DES replaces the length scale of the model, the distance to the closest wall, \(d\), by the following equation:

\[
\bar{d} \equiv \min (d, C_{DES} \Delta)
\]

(23)

where \(\Delta\) is the largest grid spacing in a cell and the empirical constant \(C_{DES}\) is taken as 0.65. The method determines the modes by comparing the grid spacing and the wall distance to the thickness of the turbulent layer, \(\delta\). In case the layer is thin compared to the grid spacing (\(\delta \ll \Delta\)) and the wall distance (\(\delta \ll d\), DES is in RANS mode. If the grid is fine (\(\delta \geq \Delta\), then DES is operated in LES mode [32].
2.4. **Meshing**

In the case of engine applications, due to its complex geometry, the flow domain is meshed by several different approaches. An engine model to be simulated in ANSYS FLUENT 13.0 [33] is meshed with a hybrid topology. A multi-block methodology is exploited to split the calculation domain into four major zones; chamber, piston layer, ports and valve layer, as seen in Fig. 2.1. The zones adjacent to reciprocating boundaries such as the piston and valves are meshed with quadrilateral cells (structured mesh) and layered. Tetrahedral cells (unstructured mesh) are used in the chamber zone because the valves move into this zone and its cells deform and must be remeshed. Interfaces must be created between the chamber and valve layer zones to transfer nodal values from one side to the other. Understanding the concepts of meshing facilitates users to mesh the geometry efficiently.

Figure 2.1 – Example of face sections in two-dimensional spark ignition engine acquired from FLUENT tutorial

2.4.1. **Dynamic Mesh**

Dynamic meshing is one of the methods which adapt the deformation of cells affected by the motion of moving boundaries. Several dynamic mesh methods are available in FLUENT: smoothing, layering and remeshing. For engine models, layering dynamic mesh is applied for piston and valve layer zones which experiences one-
directional reciprocation and smoothing and remeshing are implemented for the chamber zone where the domain undergoes intricate deformations.

2.4.2. **Smoothing Method**

Smoothing method is a mesh deformation procedure that uses connecting edges as a spring. By the motion of a moving boundary, meshes are squeezed or stretched by the spring factor (see Fig. 2.2). The number of cells does not change during the process. Note that this method may cause high skewness and may lead to error in calculation. Also, this method can only be applied to an unstructured mesh.

![Smoothing method](image)

Figure 2.2 – Smoothing method [33]

2.4.3. **Layering Method**

Layering method splits and merges layers when a moving boundary reaches the neighbouring nodes by a factor of height or by a ratio specified in the dynamic mesh zone. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the method. For instance, let height be $h$ and the collapse factor be specified as 0.5. When a moving boundary crosses the line of $0.5 \cdot h$ from the neighbouring layer, Layer 1 will be merged into the moving boundary. The equations for handling the split and collapse cases are given as:

- **Split:** $h > (1 + \alpha_s) \cdot h_{min}$
- **Collapse:** $h < \alpha_c \cdot h_{min}$

where $\alpha_s$ is split factor, $\alpha_c$ is collapse factor and $h_{min}$ is the ideal size of cell height. Note that the layering method only works with a structured mesh.
2.4.4. Remeshing Method

The remeshing method works on top of the smoothing method. Quality of the cell skewness or length scale is used to determine whether to generate or unite the mesh next to a moving boundary (Fig. 2.4). The issue of skewness in the smoothing method can be avoided by using this method.

2.4.5. Interface

Each zone shares the nodes on the common edges or faces; however, the interfaces of the valve-layer and chamber zones experience different grid reallocation utilized by different dynamic meshing methods on each zone. Valve-layer zone cells are either created or merged with neighbouring cells in the chamber zone being deformed while the valves travel. Interaction between two different faces in the dynamic mesh and remeshing zones is processed as shown in Fig. 2.5 in every time-step [3]. For example, at one of the time steps, variables at node “E” of cell zone 2 are interpolated from node “b” and “c” which is transported from node “B” and “C” in cell zone 1, respectively. The interfaces are physically separated by some small distance within a tolerance; therefore, no common node or edge generally exists between the interfaces. Boolean operation may be used to split the volumes to obtain detached interfaces.
2.4.6. **Meshing Summary**

In this research, GAMBIT, a pre-processor of FLUENT, is used to generate geometries and meshes. In the next section, several points are highlighted as to how to appropriately model boundaries and dynamic zones.

First of all, a multi-dimensional engine model is created in a CAD software, e.g., CATIA, Pro/ENGINEER, etc., saved in IGES format (.igs) and imported into GAMBIT. The FLUENT In-Cylinder model requires a piston and valves at Top-Dead Center (TDC) position if a simulation is an open loop cycle. Valves should not be fully closed and a small gap (at least one layer of cells) should be set between a valve and valve seat because of topology. For a closed loop cycle case, the engine geometry (or simply piston crown) should be set to crank-angle (CA) at the starting point. For the closed loop cycle case, the valves are disregarded and a chamber head is generally represented by a pancake shape for diesel engine models. After importing the geometry created in the CAD software, the engine model is split into several volume sections as discussed at the beginning of this section and meshed accordingly.

2.5. **Spray and Breakup Models**

In CFD, spray mechanisms are represented by mathematical models. Two approaches, Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Euler, are used in multiphase flows. In both of these approaches, the fluid phase is regarded as a continuum and modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations. For the Euler-Lagrangian approach, the Lagrangian discrete phase model is introduced in general CFD codes to calculate the disperse phase by tracking
particles, droplets or parcels [34]. The trajectories of particles in a turbulent flow field are predicted by the turbulent dispersion models. To reduce the computational time of the particle collision calculation, the O’Rourke algorithm is employed [35]. The outcomes of collisions are also determined by this algorithm, i.e., whether the droplets coalesce or reflect apart [27].

The mathematical model of the droplet evaporation is mostly concerned about the phase of fuel vapour diffusion from the surface of the droplet into the ambient gas. Two models are often utilized by researchers. The hydrodynamic model focuses on the diffusion of droplet to control its vaporization and the kinetic model is concerned with the molecules’ detachment from the surface of a droplet [36]. The disintegration of existing droplets is modeled to numerically simulate different kinds of breakup modes. The Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB) model, a classical breakup model proposed by O’Rourke and Amsden [37] using the analogy of an oscillating spring-mass system, is used in low Weber number cases and is appropriate in low speed sprays.

WAVE or Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability model [38] and Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) instability model [39], known as a hybrid model, are favoured in high speed high Weber number \((We > 100)\) fuel-injection models. KH-RT incorporates the effects of aerodynamic breakup and instabilities of droplet acceleration; thus, it is capable of handing both TAB and WAVE models. Recently, there have been many hybrid models developed by combining different breakup models to estimate the spray characteristics accurately over a variety of Weber number [23, 40]. In ANSYS FLUENT 13.0, TAB, WAVE and KH-RT models are available. The two latter options are the most suitable in this study due to the high Weber number condition. In the next subsections, both of these models are discussed in detail to estimate the coefficients of the models.

2.5.1.  WAVE Model

Reitz [38] developed a model called WAVE based on droplet breakup due to the relative velocity between the gaseous and liquid phase. The model is formulated from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability’s wavelength and growth rate to determine the size of the droplets. The model is limited by Weber number, \(We\), which must be larger than 100 so that Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is dominant in the droplet breakup. The maximum wave
growth rate (also the most unstable surface wave), \( \Omega \), and corresponding wavelength, \( \Lambda \), are defined as,

\[
\frac{\Lambda_{KH}}{r_0} = 9.02 \frac{(1 + 0.45Z^{0.5})(1 + 0.4T^{0.7})}{(1 + 0.87We_l^{1.67})^{0.6}}
\]

\[
\Omega_{KH} \left( \frac{\rho_l r_0^3}{\sigma} \right)^{0.5} = \frac{(0.34 + 0.38We_l^{1.5})}{(1 + Z)(1 + 1.4T^{0.6})}
\]

where \( Z = \frac{We_l^{0.5}}{Re_l} \), \( T = Z \cdot We_g^{0.5} \), \( We_l = \frac{\rho_l U^2 r_0}{\sigma} \), \( We_g = \frac{\rho_g U^2 r_0}{\sigma} \) and \( Re_l = \frac{ur_0}{v_l} \). Here \( Z \) is the Ohnesorge number, \( T \) is the Taylor number, \( U \) is the relative velocity between droplet and gas and \( r_0 \) is the radius of the undisturbed jet. \( We \) and \( Re \) are the Weber number and the Reynolds number and subscripts \( l \) and \( g \) represent liquid and gas phase, respectively.

The radius of a newly formed droplet from a parent droplet during the breakup process is assumed proportional to the wavelength \( \Lambda_{KH} \),

\[
r = B_0 \Lambda_{KH}
\]

The constant \( B_0 \) is set equal to the experimentally determined value of 0.61. Additionally, the rate of change of the parent droplet is defined by

\[
\frac{dr}{dt} = -\frac{r_0 - r}{\tau_{KH}}, \quad r < r_0
\]

where the breakup time, \( \tau_{KH} \), is given by

\[
\tau_{KH} = 3.726 \frac{B_1 r}{\Lambda_{KH} \Omega_{KH}}
\]

The breakup time constant \( B_1 \) is an adjustable variable which is recommended to be in the range of 1.73 to 60 [38, 41, 42]. Larger values of \( B_1 \) produce fewer breakups and more penetration. An estimation of the \( B_1 \) factor has been proposed by Liu et al. [43]:

\[
B_1 = k \Omega_{KH} \Lambda_{KH} \left( \frac{\rho_l}{\Delta P \rho_a} \right)^{0.5}
\]

where \( \Delta P \) is pressure difference in the nozzle hole and \( \rho_a \) is the density of ambient air.

However, Liu et al. [43] conclude that Eq. (29) does not determine the value of this constant qualitatively and recommend that it should be used only as a first guess.

2.5.2. Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) Model

The KH-RT instability model is a combination of Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability and Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability models. Both Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Rayleigh-Taylor models decide droplet breakup by detecting the fastest growing surface wave on the droplets. The source of the Kelvin-Helmholtz wave is induced by aerodynamic forces between gas and liquid phases, whereas the Rayleigh-Taylor wave is the result of acceleration of shed drops ejected into free-stream conditions. Hwang et al. [39] showed in their experiments the occurrence of a sequential breakup process in the catastrophic breakup regime. A droplet first gets flattened by the aerodynamic force on it and breaks up due to the deceleration of the sheet droplet by means of Rayleigh-Taylor instability model. Further breakups proceeded by the smaller wavelength of Kelvin-Helmholtz wave found at the edge of the fragments. In high Weber number cases with high droplet acceleration, Rayleigh-Taylor instability grows faster and dominates the breakup of droplets. For the numerical model, both instability models are utilized simultaneously and breakups are determined by the fastest growth rate of waves. In the Rayleigh-Taylor model, the fastest growing wave’s growth rate and its corresponding wavelength are given by

\[
\Omega_{RT} = \frac{2[a(\rho_l - \rho_g)]^{3/2}}{3\sqrt{3}\sigma(\rho_l - \rho_g)}
\]

(30)

\[
\Lambda_{RT} = 2\pi \frac{C_{RT}}{K_{RT}}
\]

(31)

where \(a\) is the droplet acceleration, \(C_{RT}\) is the Rayleigh-Taylor breakup constant and \(K_{RT}\) is the wave number given by

\[
K_{RT} = \frac{a(\rho_l - \rho_g)}{3\sigma}.
\]

(32)

Breakup time in the Rayleigh-Taylor model is defined as

\[
\tau_{RT} = \frac{C_t}{\Omega_{RT}}
\]

(33)

where \(C_t\) is the breakup time constant and the liquid core length, \(L_{RT}\), is obtained from Levich theory [44] as a function of gas and liquid densities and effective nozzle hole diameter, \(d_0\):
\[ L_{RT} = C_L d_0 \sqrt{\frac{\rho_l}{\rho_g}} \]  

(34)

The radius of the new droplets is calculated as half of the wavelength obtained above \( r = \frac{\lambda_{RT}}{2} = \frac{\pi C_{RT}}{k_{RT}} \).

Based on their experiments, Hiroyasu and Arai [45] proposed the correlation of density and diameter to the Levich constant, \( C_L \), experimentally as,

\[ C_L = 7.0 \left( 1 + 0.4 \frac{r}{d_0} \right) \left( \frac{P_a}{\rho_l U_t^2} \right)^{0.05} \left( \frac{l_0}{d_0} \right)^{0.13}, \]  

(35)

where \( P_a \) is ambient pressure.

Moreover, Senecal [46] analytically determined the relationship of the Levich constant, \( C_L \), and the breakup time constant of the WAVE model, \( B_1 \). Considering the breakup length of the WAVE model to be \( L_{KH} = U \cdot \tau_{KH} \) and assuming that the viscosity is zero, Eq. (28) reduces to

\[ \tau_{KH} = \frac{B_1}{U} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_l d_0}{\rho_g 2}}, \]  

(36)

and therefore,

\[ L_{KH} = B_1 \frac{\rho_l d_0}{\sqrt{\rho_g 2}}. \]  

(37)

Comparing Eq. (34) and (37), the correlation of the coefficients is given by

\[ C_L = \frac{B_1}{2}. \]  

(38)

As this relation shows, the Levich constant is also adjustable and ranges from 5 to 20. In addition, Patterson and Reitz [41] investigated the effects of Rayleigh-Taylor breakup constant, \( C_{RT} \), in the range \( 1.0 \leq C_{RT} \leq 5.33 \).

2.6. Summary

In this chapter, the literature on in-cylinder flow, the spray process and their correlation are reviewed. Not many numerical studies have been conducted with ultra-high injection pressures. The objective of this research is to take advantage of numerical simulation to investigate the effect of high pressure injection on atomization and fuel
mixture with in-cylinder flow and to optimize the numerical setup. The appropriate submodels are carefully investigated and each parameter is estimated ahead of modeling the engine simulation.
Chapter 3. Numerical Setup

3.1. Introduction

The grid independency test of the spray model is first achieved by considering a constant volume vessel with different grid sizes. To this end, the experimental results from Wang et al. [8] are used. Then, an engine model with vertical ports is meshed and the flow structure is verified. Finally, the spray models are introduced into the engine simulation, with three different injection pressures and two port inlet pressure cases. The spray configurations are presented and the model setup is discussed.

All simulations, from this point on, are conducted utilizing SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Consistent) algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling and first- and second-order upwind schemes for spatial discretization scheme. Standard and second-order scheme are used for pressure discretization scheme and first-order implicit formulation is used for time marching scheme in all the simulations. Details of the setup are also found in Appendix B.

3.2. Grid Independence

Initially, grid independency tests were conducted to optimize the grid size in the engine simulation. The simulations were performed on a 60 mm (D) × 60 mm (W) × 80 mm (H) fixed chamber with similar condition as the experiments of Wang et al. [8]. Five different sets of grids, with $70 \times 70 \times 105$ (0.5 million), $87 \times 87 \times 130$ (1.0 million), $93 \times 93 \times 140$ (1.2 million), $100 \times 100 \times 150$ (1.5 million), and $106 \times 106 \times 160$ (1.8 million) nodes, were generated. Figure 3.1 shows the results for a 300 MPa spray injection pressure with the five different meshes. It is seen that 0.5 million cells over-estimates the penetration significantly. Moreover, the domain with 1.0 million cells slightly over-predicts the penetration in comparison with the rest of the grids. From this information, we concluded that in the case of the ultra-high injection spray model, the domain should be meshed with $93 \times 93 \times 140$ cells or finer to avoid any effects of grid size on penetration length. For our subsequent calculations, the optimal grid size is chosen to be $93 \times 93 \times 140$, with the largest grid size set at 0.65 mm in the chamber of the engine model.
Figure 3.1 – Spray tip penetration results for the grid independency tests

3.3. **Mesh Pre-processing in the Vertical Valve Engine Geometry**

The geometry utilized in this study is obtained from the KIVA3V manual [47], and illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The geometry is appropriately meshed with a hybrid mesh and sized by the optimum grid size obtained from the previous section. The maximum number of cells for the engine geometry is 166,500 cells at TDC and 570,000 cells when the piston surface reaches the bottom dead centre (BDC).

![Horizontal Valve Engine Geomentry and Mesh at BDC](image)

Figure 3.2 – Vertical ports engine geometry and mesh at BDC

Note that during the simulations conducted using the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω turbulence models in the next chapter, divergence in the continuity equation was detected following the closure of the inlet valve. The divergence in the calculation results in very high in-cylinder pressure of about 1,000 bar at the beginning of the compression
process. The cause of this issue was found to be the quality of the mesh at the valve-layer zone. The original mesh has 40 nodes in the tangential direction and 7 nodes in the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 3.3. To overcome the non-convergence problem, the valve-layer zone mesh has been refined by doubling the number of nodes in the tangential direction (80 nodes) and by increasing the radial nodes to 20 (see Fig. 3.4).

![Valve-layer zone with coarse mesh](image1)

**Figure 3.3 – Valve-layer zone with coarse mesh**

![Valve-layer zone with fine mesh](image2)

**Figure 3.4 – Valve-layer zone with fine mesh**

Due to the refinement of the valve-layer zone, the neighbouring zones, the chamber and ports, are also refined at the same time. Eventually, the total cell size at BDC becomes 0.77 million cells with the refined mesh. After the modification, all the RANS models successfully completed the engine simulation.

In addition to the refined original mesh, another refinement at the piston layer zone was carried out for using the Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), which requires a finer mesh size. The number of grid points was changed from 80 nodes to 160 nodes on outer edge of the piston-layer and from 20 nodes to 60 nodes in the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 3.5. This refinement eventually makes the size of grids smaller in the
chamber zone which is adjacent to the piston-layer zone. By this mesh manipulation, the total number of cells at the BDC becomes 2.46 million cells which is about four times larger than the coarse mesh, which has 0.57 million cells.

![Mesh refinement in piston-layer zone](image)

Figure 3.5 – Mesh refinement in piston-layer zone

From this point forward, the original mesh with coarse valve-layer mesh is referred to as the “coarse” mesh, whereas the mesh with fixed valve-layer mesh and with refined piston-layer mesh is regarded as “refined” and “fine” mesh, respectively.

### 3.4. Computational Domain Setup

The engine geometry is 82.55 mm in bore and 92.075 mm in stroke. Further, a high compression ratio of 17.2:1 is used. The connecting rod length is 174 mm and the engine is operated at 1500 rpm. Other engine operating conditions are listed in Table 3.1. The engine model is set at top dead center (TDC) position initially by the requirement of FLUENT [33].

All wall boundaries including the moving boundaries such as piston and valves are kept at constant temperature of 360 K during the simulation. One of ports in the positive Y-direction is assigned as inlet port and the other side as exhaust port (see Fig 3.2). A pressure inlet is used at the inlet boundary. Two different inlet pressures, 1.0 and 1.5 atm, are applied at the inlet boundary representing a naturally aspirated (NA) case and a turbocharging-like case. Temperature of the inlet is maintained at 318 K. The flow direction at the inlet is set parallel to the intake runner walls. The outlet boundary (in the negative Y-direction) is set as a pressure outlet where the gauge pressure is zero. The internal interfaces between chamber and valve zones, as discussed before, do not contribute physically in the calculation; however, when the valves are fully closed, the
interfaces are treated as walls and the boundary conditions are determined from the adjacent wall boundaries.

The diesel fuel which is utilized in this simulation is n-decane (C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{22}) with properties taken according to the experimental data listed in Table 3.2 [8]. Four injection points are set at the centre of the cylinder head, offset by 0.5 mm from the cylinder axis. The nozzle holes are 90 degrees apart and face towards positive X, positive Y, negative X, and negative Y directions. For convenience, the injectors are referred to as INJ-0, INJ-90, INJ-180 and INJ-270, respectively. Nozzle geometry and injection conditions are summarized in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1 – Engine operation conditions and initial setups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of valves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake valve open (IVO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake valve close (IVC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-2 – Diesel fuel properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinematic viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-3 – Nozzle configurations and spray injection parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/D ratio of nozzle hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of fuel-jet axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection duration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4. Results and Discussion

In this chapter, the results of in-cylinder flows and spray development in the chamber are presented. First, the flow characteristics inside the chamber are investigated and discussed in comparison with the work conducted by other researchers. Various turbulence models are examined to study their performance. Secondly, spray models are built into the engine simulations and a diesel fuel is injected into the cylinder at ultra-high pressures. The spray characteristics and mixture processes of fuel and air under different flow conditions inside the cylinder are analyzed.

4.1. In-cylinder Flow Validation, Investigation and Analysis using RANS and DES Turbulence Models

4.1.1. Mean In-cylinder Pressure Validation

Initially, the in-cylinder flow validation and the role of the various turbulence models are analyzed. The purpose of examining the turbulence model is to observe the performance of each RANS model in predicting engine parameters. For this purpose, the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω turbulence models have been chosen. The RNG k-ε model is popular in simulations where the engine model and spray injection model interact [48, 49], whereas the standard k-ω model is very rarely used. Additionally, DES is conducted in the same environment to set a benchmark for the RANS models.

Due to the simplified geometry of the engine used in this study, limited experimental data is available for validation. Therefore, the mean in-cylinder pressure of the model in this study is compared with another numerical simulation which use the same geometry (Jonnalagedda et al., [50]). In that study, an HCCI model with the same simplified vertical valves engine geometry was used with RANS and LES models in KIVA3V. Figure 4.1 shows the difference in the volume-averaged in-cylinder pressure between the turbulence models [30]; standard k-ε model with coarse mesh in this study and RANS and LES models of Jonnalagedda et al. [50]. In addition, Figure 4.2 shows the mean in-cylinder pressure curves for different combinations of turbulence models and mesh sizes used in the current study. In Table 4.1, the pressure difference between the previous simulations [50] and the various turbulence models with refined meshes are
summarized. The maximum pressure difference (at the peak) between the coarse mesh standard k-ε and LES model is 8.34 % while the difference between the RANS and LES models is -5.73 %. The maximum difference of the peak pressure of the standard k-ε model with the fine mesh compared with the coarse mesh standard k-ε model is -2.08 %. The pressure difference between the standard k-ε with fine mesh and LES model becomes 6.09 %, which indicates a 2.25 % improvement. The results show that all the turbulence models with refined meshes estimate a lower peak pressure than the coarse mesh result. However, even the result of the standard k-ε model with the coarse mesh is favourably close to the simulations of Jonnalagedda [50], so one can conclude that there is no significant dependence of turbulence model and mesh size on the prediction of the chamber pressure.

Figure 4.1 – Mean in-cylinder pressure variation for the coarse standard k-ε model in present work, and RANS and LES models [50]
Figure 4.2 – Mean in-cylinder pressure variation of naturally aspirated case with different turbulence models and mesh sizes

Table 4-1 – Differences of mean in-cylinder pressure at TDC for each turbulence model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbulence Model</th>
<th>Standard k-ε (Coarse)</th>
<th>LES [50]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ε (Coarse)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.34 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ε (Refine)</td>
<td>-1.67 %</td>
<td>6.53 %   (-1.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ε (Fine)</td>
<td>-2.08 %</td>
<td>6.09 %   (-2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG k-ε (Refine)</td>
<td>-1.63 %</td>
<td>6.58 %   (-1.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG k-ε (Fine)</td>
<td>-1.48 %</td>
<td>6.74 %   (-1.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ω (Refine)</td>
<td>-0.84 %</td>
<td>7.43 %   (-0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ω (Fine)</td>
<td>-1.09 %</td>
<td>7.16 %   (-1.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. Discussion of General Flow Development in Engine Cylinder

For a better understanding of the general flow development inside the cylinder, the experimental work of Jeng et al. [51] is considered. They conducted experiments using a two-valve engine with bowl-in-piston and pancake piston to capture the tumble motion. The engine was operated at 400 and 1100 rpm of engine speed and the intake valve was either shrouded or non-shrouded. In-cylinder flow was visualized using a Particle Image Analyzer (PIA). In their study, the pancake piston engine with non-
shrouded intake valve at operating engine speed of 1100 rpm is of particular interest here because of similar engine operation conditions. A schematic of the in-cylinder flow is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3 – Schematic of in-cylinder flow field at different crank angle [51]

At the early stage of the intake process (ATDC 110° in Fig. 4.3), fresh air is dragged into the cylinder through the gap of the inlet valve in a jet flow manner. Two major flows are immediately deflected by the cylinder walls before engaging to the piston. The deflected flows subsequently generate two larger-scale opposing vortices which grow along the downward motion of the piston. These two opposing vortices are relatively of the same strength. Therefore, the tumble flow motion does not develop in the chamber. The counter-clockwise vortex exiting from the intake valve near Bottom Dead Centre (BDC) period (ATDC 150° in Fig. 4.3) is forced to remain in the upper region of the cylinder due to the presence of the two vortices discussed above. The similar process of in-cylinder flow development has been captured in each turbulence model and is presented in Appendix A. Further discussions of the flow features are made in the next section.

4.1.3. In-cylinder Flow Validation

The flow structure predicted by each model can be examined. For the flow structure validation, the experimental work of Krishna and Mallikarjuna [52, 53] is used, although the experiment was conducted at different conditions than in the present simulations. The engine was operated at a lower speed (1000 RPM) and different valve
timings (IVC at 210 CA ATDC). The cylinder head wall between intake and exhaust valve was smooth. The field-of-view of their experiments is only one-third of the engine stroke (35 mm/105 mm). Even though the experiment was operated at different conditions, the similarity in engine geometries by having two vertical valves and a flat pancake piston is still beneficial to validate the in-cylinder flow. Figure 4.4 captures the stream traces on the cut plane through the middle of the ports (YZ plane) at 180 CA (BDC). The size of the field-of-view of the present study is matched to that of Krishna and Mallikarjuna [52, 53]. In the experimental flow field (central image in Fig. 4.4), three main flow structures can be identified; a large eddy in the middle (denoted as “A”), a small eddy at the corner of the intake valve and cylinder wall (denoted as “B”), and the flow dragged by the large eddy from the exhaust side (denoted as “C”). In the simulation results, the above features are present but at somewhat different locations. Firstly, the large eddy, which is situated in the middle of the field-of-view of the experiment, is shifted beneath the intake valve in the simulations. In the experiment, the large eddy “A” is generated by the flow sucked in from the intake port and redirected by the slanted wall of the intake valve, whereas the redirected flow by the flat valve in the simulation is blocked by the cylinder head wall between the intake and exhaust valve. Eventually, the large eddy is forced to relocate beneath the intake valve and the size of the vortex is changed. In the DES results, the eddy is present with a complex shape but it can still be identified. Secondly, the flow (feature “C”) attracted by the large eddy from the exhaust side is also captured by all turbulence models. The small eddy “B” at the corner of the intake valve and the cylinder wall is shown clearly in the experiment. On the other hand, in most of the simulations, the stream traces have a hairpin shape (highlighted by blue thick arrow) due to the shift of the large eddy towards the intake side. The shift makes the eddy size small; hence, there is a larger space between the large vortex and the wall and the flow does not separate at the wall to generate the small eddy “B”. In summary, the flow features in the experimental work can be identified in the simulations. One can conclude that the validation of the flow is satisfactory.
4.1.4. Flow Investigation in the Naturally Aspirated Case

Figure 4.5 shows the full size of the field-of-view for each of the turbulence models used. The graph corresponding to each turbulence model can be identified by the diagram in the bottom right-hand corner. Despite the flow similarity in the top one-third of the cylinder, the flow is developed differently in the bottom two-thirds of the domain. The coarse mesh standard k-\(\varepsilon\) model shows the largest eddies at the bottom right corner (denoted as “D”), the middle right (“E”) and the flow dragged into the vortex from left-hand side (“F”). These key features are also identified in the refined RNG k-\(\varepsilon\) model, refined and fine mesh standard k-\(\omega\) model and DES model. In the refined and fine mesh standard k-\(\epsilon\) model cases, the large eddy at the right-bottom corner is pushed farther up and merged with the small eddy at the middle (denoted as “G”). In the case of the fine mesh RNG k-\(\varepsilon\) model, the large eddy is no longer observed and is shifted to the exhaust side (the eddy “H”).
Figure 4.5 – Stream traces of naturally aspirated cases on YZ cut plane at 180 CA (BDC)

The flow structures at the beginning of fuel injection with different turbulence models and mesh sizes are also investigated. Figure 4.6 presents the flow pattern on a plane 5.7 mm offset from the cylinder head. In the coarse standard k-ε model case, symmetric vortices near the intake valve, which are also captured in the small flat piston engine simulations [54], are observed. However, the flow pattern on the cut plane is not symmetric in other cases. Consistency of the pattern is not observed and complexity of
the flow increases by utilizing more computationally expensive turbulence models than the standard k-ε model. Higher velocity is also predicted with the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω models, but it does not match with the results of the DES.
Figure 4.6 – Stream traces of naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow at the beginning of injection on the plane of 5.7 mm offset from the cylinder head.
4.1.5. Flow Investigation in the Turbocharged Case

In addition to the naturally aspirated case, turbocharged simulations have also been conducted. The mean in-cylinder pressure curve for the turbocharged case is presented in Figure 4.7. The average peak pressure for all turbulence models is found to be 59.5 bar and all the pressure results are banded within 0.86 % range from the average.

![Mean in-cylinder pressure variation of turbocharged case with different turbulence models and mesh sizes](image)

Figure 4.7 – Mean in-cylinder pressure variation of turbocharged case with different turbulence models and mesh sizes

Figure 4.8 shows the stream traces for each turbulence model on the YZ plane at 180 CA (BDC). Similar to the naturally aspirated case, the vortex beneath the intake valve (denoted as “A”) is identified at almost the same location in all simulations. Additionally, the flow between the corner of the intake valve and wall (identified as “B”) is captured in a hairpin shape and the air at the exhaust side also flows towards the intake side (labeled as “C”). On the other hand, the larger clockwise vortex is found at the bottom-right corner of the cylinder (pointed as “D”) in the coarse mesh standard k-ε, both cases of RNG k-ε, and the refined standard k-ω models. The clockwise flow at the bottom-right corner can be captured in the DES model but it is not observed in the refined standard k-ε and the fine standard k-ω models. In the fine standard k-ε model, the vortex
is rotating in counter-clockwise direction due to the early detachment of downward flow from the intake side wall. Separating from the large vortex, the small eddy (“I”) is found at the bottom centre in the DES model. Amongst the RANS models, this small eddy is only captured in the RNG k-ε model.

Figure 4.8 – Stream traces of turbocharged cases on YZ cut plane at 180 CA (BDC)

Moreover, turbocharged in-cylinder flows at the beginning of spray injection predicted by different turbulence models and mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 4.9. Similar to
the naturally aspirated case, the symmetry of the flow is only predicted in the coarse standard k-ε model case and not captured in the other simulations. At the same time, the complexity and the velocity magnitude levels are increased in the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω models. However, the velocity magnitude is not as high as expected by the results of the DES model.
Figure 4.9 – Stream traces of turbocharged in-cylinder flow at the beginning of injection on the plane of 5.7 mm offset from the cylinder head
4.2. **Spray Simulations with Ultra-High Injection Pressures using RANS Turbulence Models**

Following the validation and investigation of in-cylinder flow, the ultra-high injection pressure sprays are applied to the simulated flow domain of the previous section. For each injection pressure, spray models are set according to the descriptions in Section 3.4. Two breakup models, WAVE and KH-RT, are utilized in this study. To simulate a realistic spray behaviour, the rate of fuel injection is adapted from the work of Zhang et al. [10].

4.2.1. **Flow Analysis at the Start of Injection**

For the first attempt, the standard k-ε model with the coarse mesh is chosen to examine the effects of the ultra-high injection pressures. Figure 4.10 shows that the sprays emanating from INJ-0 and INJ-180 are exposed to the opposing flow, whereas the spray of INJ-90 will be injected into the downwind and INJ-270 will face a much more complex flow compared to the others. INJ-0 and INJ-180 are sprayed to the upwind flow and fuel injected from INJ-90 and INJ-270 will experience a complex flow pattern with vortices near the wall in the turbocharged case. The cores of the vortices that are captured near the intake port shift to the exhaust port side due to stronger flow by turbocharging.

![Stream traces superimposed by velocity magnitude contours of naturally aspirated (left) and turbocharged (right) case at the start of injection (-25.5 CA ATDC) on XY plane 5.7 mm offset from the cylinder head surface](image)

4.2.2. **In-cylinder Flow and Spray Interaction Analysis**

Once the fuel is injected into the chamber, strong flows of the sprays become dominant and build a symmetric flow structure about the axes, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11.
The magnitude of the fuel spray velocity changes linearly by increasing the injection pressure and the backflow is also increased relatively. Hence, our simulations predict higher relative velocity and air entrainment at the edges of sprays, as observed in the experiments of Choi et al [20].

Figure 4.11 – Velocity vector field of INJ-0 superimposed by velocity magnitude contours at 2.5 CA after start of injection (-23.0 CA ATDC) on XY plane 5.7 mm offset from the cylinder head surface
4.2.3. Spray Tip Penetration in Different Conditions

The effects of the breakup models, turbocharging and injection pressures on spray tip penetration are also examined. Figure 4.12 presents the spray tip penetrations from the start of injection (-25.5 CA ATDC) for different injection pressures and densities in the engine model compared with the experimental data of Wang et al. [8] and the simulation in the constant volume chamber as a reference. The similarity between simulation and experimental results in the constant volume case indicates that the spray models are properly set. The reduction of the penetration from the constant volume case to the engine model confirms the effect of the flow inside the cylinder. It is also noticed in Fig. 4.12 that, as expected [17], the KH-RT model cases penetrate slightly less than the WAVE model cases. Since the KH-RT model generally facilitates droplet breakup more quickly, evaporation is induced and penetration is reduced. The smaller droplet size and the effective vaporization generated by the RT mechanism of KH-RT agree with the result of Ricart et al. [55] and Xin et al. [56]. The effect of turbocharging is clearly seen in the slower penetration as shown in Fig. 4.12. As stated in the experimental works [8, 25], high air density induced by turbocharging reduces the spray penetration significantly.
Figure 4.12 – Spray tip penetration variations of INJ-0 at different pressures (100, 200 and 300 MPa) and conditions associated with the comparison between the experiment and simulation in the constant volume vessel.
Figure 4.13 presents the variation of each injector’s spray penetration in the turbo and non-turbocharged cases. In the naturally aspirated case, as discussed previously in Fig. 4.10, INJ-0 and INJ-180 face upwind flow towards the injection points and hence their penetrations are similar. On the other hand, the penetration of INJ-270 is greatly reduced from the other sprays due to the complexity of the flow and the existence of a vortex near the wall. In the case of turbocharging, the difference is not as large compared to the naturally aspirated case; however, the penetrations of INJ-90 and INJ-270 are reduced since both of them are exposed to a complicated flow. The effect of the vortices on vaporization is consistent with the discussion by Jagus et al. [28]. Also note that the spray penetration at 300 MPa injection pressure is lower than 100 and 200 MPa in the experiment and the computation. Fast atomization induced by higher injection pressure results in droplet vaporization and hence reduces the penetration.

Figure 4.13 – Deviation of spray tip penetration among injectors at 300 MPa injection pressure with naturally aspirated (top) and turbocharged (bottom) cases
4.2.4. Fuel Droplet Size Analysis

The variation of fuel droplet size in time from the start of injection (-25.5 CA ATDC) is presented in Figure 4.14. The result for Sauter mean diameter (SMD) displays a transition of droplet size during the injection. Within 1.0 CA after the start of injection, each model shows rapid decrease of droplet size. The maximum difference of SMD between WAVE and KH-RT models is found to be 19.5% in the 200 MPa turbocharged case. Additionally, the difference between the naturally aspirated and turbocharged cases is not significant since the effect of the air density on SMD is factored by the power 0.06 as defined by the modified SMD correlation of Ejim et al. [57],

\[
SMD = 6156\nu^{0.385} \sigma^{0.737} \rho_f^{0.737} \rho_g^{0.06} \Delta P^{-0.54} \tag{39}
\]

where SMD is given in μm, kinematic viscosity is in m²/s, surface tension is in N/m, ρ_f and ρ_g (density of the fuel and air) are in kg/m³, and ΔP (the pressure difference between injection and ambient pressure) is in bar. Within 1.0 CA after the start of injection, droplet sizes of all models converge to similar diameter and remain constant, as discussed by Nishida et al. [6]. At the 300 MPa injection pressure, the droplets break into smaller size than the SMDs obtained from the Eq. (39) (red-dashed line in Fig. 4.14). Since the equation is developed within 0.5 ms of injection [57], the larger SMDs in the lower injection pressure simulation results are due to the short time period of the breakup process. Nevertheless, the correlation between high spray velocity and small SMD is observed in the results and matches with the study of Post and Abraham [27]. The report by Lee et al. [12] which indicates that no significant change in SMD after 300 MPa of injection pressure is not reproduced in this study since injection pressures higher than 300 MPa have not been considered. However, the reduction of the rate of change in SMD is observed where the rate of reduction from 100 MPa to 200 MPa is 48.9% whereas the change rate from 200 MPa to 300 MPa is 41.8%.
Figure 4.14 – Sauter mean diameter; INJ-0 at different injection pressures (100, 200, and 300 MPa)
4.2.5. Spray Cone Angle Analysis

The dispersion of a spray can be analyzed by the spray cone angles at different conditions. The variation of the cone angle with the injection pressure is shown in Fig. 4.15 and 4.16. The results of larger cone angle at higher injection pressure matches the discussion of Park et al. [58] which indicates that small droplets are found downstream of the cross-flow. In this simulation result the small droplets on the edge of the spray are entrained by the opposing flow, captured by the flow, and enhance the size of the cone angle. The effect of turbocharging is also shown in Fig. 4.15 for the 300 MPa case, which predicts wider cone angle as found by Naber and Siebers [25], whereas no change or even narrower cone angles are found to occur in the 100 and 200 MPa cases. It appears that the sprays are not yet fully developed at 2.5 CA after the start of injection for these cases. The change of cone angle in time shows oscillation during the injection but it is likely to maintain the constant value right after the start of injection, consistent with the study of Naber and Siebers’ work [25].

![Figure 4.15 – Variations of spray cone angle in different cases and injectors at 2.5 CA after start of injection (-23.0 CA ATDC)](image)
4.2.6. Fuel/Air Mixture Analysis

Finally, the fuel mass fraction for each case is examined. Figure 4.17 shows the sections of XY, YZ, and ZX plane at two different instances. In each set of figures shown, the top image refers to the YZ plane, the left image shows the ZX plane and the right image presents the XY plane, respectively (see the diagram in the bottom right-hand corner). A larger portion of the fuel mass contour in the 300 MPa cases at 2.5 CA after start of injection indicates a fast injection process due to high injection pressure. Fast penetration of spray at high injection pressure was also observed by Tao and Bergstrand [13]. The completion of injection at an early stage results in extra time for fuel-air mixing and contributes to a better mixture formation at combustion as reported by Yokota et al. [4]. The uniform color contours of the high injection pressure cases at TDC indicates an even distributions and lean mixture of fuel in the chamber.

Figure 4.16 – Development of spray cone angle of 300 MPa injection pressure until sprays impinge to the walls
Figure 4.17 – Contours of fuel mass fraction at two different times


4.2.7. **Convergence Issues**

Following the successful preliminary simulation of the sprays with the coarse mesh standard k-ε model, a divergence issue arose in the spray simulations using the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω turbulence models. Divergences in species and temperature were detected during the simulations with both of these turbulence models. In an attempt to overcome this problem, finer time-step sizes (1.0, 5.0 and 10.0 µs) were examined in the refined and fine mesh, even though the Courant numbers in both models were already sufficiently lower than one [29]. However, none of the smaller time-step sizes made the simulations successful. In the next section, the convergence issue is investigated in a simple geometry. The principal factors affecting convergence, i.e., the turbulence models, mesh types and mesh sizes are studied.

4.3. **Role of Turbulence Models and Mesh Configurations in the Constant Volume Chamber Simulations**

As indicated in Section 4.2, the RANS turbulence models other than the standard k-ε diverged. In this section, further investigations on the spray modeling in different type of meshes are carried out. To allow a clear picture of the differentiation of mesh type and size, the constant volume chamber used in the grid independency test is employed herein. The spray model with 300 MPa injection pressure is applied in all cases. The tests are conducted with three turbulence models, the standard k-ε, the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω model, in two mesh sizes and three mesh types. Two different time-step sizes are also investigated in some cases.

The mesh files are again generated by means of GAMBIT. One structure mesh and two unstructured meshes have been created; one of unstructured meshes is generated by Pave and the other uses the Map Split scheme. Pave is a meshing scheme to create the face mesh in an irregular triangular shape whereas Map Split creates a quadrilateral mesh and splits cells diagonally into triangular elements. The number of structured cells in the simulations is 1.2 million, which has been optimized in the grid independency test. In case of an unstructured mesh, the number of nodes on each edge is reduced because the cell number is eventually increased by utilizing triangular cells (see Fig. 4.18). The coarse unstructured mesh with Map Split scheme has 40 nodal points on each edge whereas the fine mesh has 60 grid points on every edge. The unstructured mesh with
Pave scheme has 80 nodes in the radial direction and 60 nodes in the axial direction. The total cell number becomes 0.32 million for the coarse Map Split mesh, 1.11 million for the fine Map Split mesh, and 1.31 million for the Pave mesh. The summary of the mesh configurations can be found in Table 4.2.

Table 4-2 – Summary of tested unstructured mesh sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of grid points (W×D×H)</th>
<th>No. of cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pave</td>
<td>80 × 80 × 60</td>
<td>1.31 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Split (Coarse)</td>
<td>40 × 40 × 40</td>
<td>0.32 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Split (Fine)</td>
<td>60 × 60 × 60</td>
<td>1.11 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A summary of the test results are shown in Table 4.3. The simulations are able to be completed in the case of the structured meshes, whereas most of the simulations with unstructured meshes failed. Furthermore, different time-step sizes (0.5 and 0.1 µs) have been applied for the fine Map Split mesh but no improvement was observed.

Table 4-3 – Test summary of turbulence models and mesh qualities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbulence models</th>
<th>Quadrilateral</th>
<th>Tetrahedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>Pave (Fine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ε</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG k-ε</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard k-ω</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 show the spray tip penetration for each combination of turbulence model and mesh type. Even though all the structured mesh cases and the RNG k-ε model with the fine Map Split mesh case is able to accomplish the transient spray simulation, the simulation results deviate drastically from the experimental data [8] except for the structured mesh standard k-ε model. It is understood that the structured mesh case with the standard k-ε model has the best match with the experiment data since the spray model parameters are set by the turbulence model. The structured mesh with the standard k-ω model is short in penetration and a large cloud of spray is observed even at the early stage of injection. On the other hand, the RNG k-ε model does not induce breakup of droplets and does not even follow the characteristics of the spray tip penetration. None of the unstructured mesh cases are able to represent the true spray characteristics.

Figure 4.19 – Spray tip penetration using standard k-ε model
Under different combinations of turbulence models, mesh types and mesh sizes, it is noted that the spray model with a tetrahedral mesh does not perform well. A similar issue was reported by Imamori et al. [59] using the KIVA-4 code. It was stated that the gas phase and droplet behaviour are strongly affected by the high-dependency of the Lagrangian-Droplet and Eulerian-Fluid (LDEF) spray model on the mesh [35, 60-62]. Additionally, the breakup model in the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω models behaves differently compared to the experiment or the standard k-ε model. This implies that the
spray model parameters have to be tuned for each turbulence model to make the simulations reliable to estimate the fuel/air mixture.

4.4. **Summary**

In this chapter, the flow inside the cylinder and the fuel mixture process with the air has been studied. It has been shown that the standard k-ε model is capable of predicting some key flow characteristics which are also identified in similar experimental studies and LES simulations. The simulations are repeated by utilizing different turbulence models; however, the RNG k-ε and the standard k-ω turbulence models require a finer mesh size to accomplish the end result. The flow features in some turbulence models are captured differently at the bottom two-thirds of the cylinder at BDC but the flow structures at the top one-third are found to be similar to the experiments.

Diesel fuel sprays are incorporated into the flow field at 25.5 CA before TDC. Fuel spray with ultra-high injection pressures presents the benefit of the high pressure for short injection time, long mixing duration and uniform mixture. The spray model is also found to be sensitive to mesh configurations which can influence the possibility of inaccurate results. In conclusion, further study of the mesh dependency in spray modeling is recommended.
Chapter 5. Conclusions

The effects of ultra-high injection pressure sprays are studied in a simplified engine geometry. The engine model is properly set up and different conditions are examined by varying the injection pressure, spray model and inlet pressure. The flow inside the cylinder calculated by RANS models and DES is validated with the experimental data. The simple engine geometry does not induce strong swirl and tumble motion but generates a complicated flow at the time of injection. From this study, in the ultra-high injection pressure cases, the following conclusions regarding spray and flow characteristics can be made, and are in agreement with the results reported by other researchers.

- Eddies near the valve in all RANS models and DES appear to be consistent with those of experimental data. The changes in location, shape and size of eddies in each turbulence model are likely caused by geometrical difference between the experiment and simulation.

- The RNG k-ε and standard k-ω turbulence models require the mesh to be refined compared with the standard k-ε model.

- In the naturally aspirated case, the standard k-ω model estimates the complicated flow inside the cylinder which is also observed in the DES model. However, the magnitude of flow deviates from the calculations in the k-ε and DES models.

- RNG k-ε model, on the other hand, is able to capture some flow features that are present in the DES model in the turbocharged case. The standard k-ε model cannot predict the features properly near the piston wall.

- KH-RT hybrid breakup model estimates smaller droplets and larger dispersion than the WAVE model. However, the spray characteristics calculated by the WAVE model are not significantly different from KH-RT since the breakup constant is found by using the correlation to RT constants.

- Four sprays injected in the chamber are exposed to different flow structures and found to be in good agreement with other studies on spray characteristics such as spray tip penetration, Sauter mean diameter and spray cone angle. The ultra-high
injection pressure breaks droplets to smaller sizes; thus, reducing spray penetration and a higher dispersion rate is predicted. Also, the droplet vaporization is accelerated by the existence of vortices in the direction of the sprays.

- The rate of SMD change is reduced at higher injection pressure, as reported by Lee et al. [12]. However, the SMD limitation which Lee et al. [12] have observed is not detected in this study.
- Turbocharging is found to reduce spray tip penetration and to dissipate the angle of spray. On the other hand, the effect of turbocharging on SMD is not predicted as indicated in the correlation stated by Ejim et al. [57].
- The ultra-high injection pressure promotes a faster and more effective mixture process and allows extending the time to form the mixture of air-fuel.

Divergence has been detected during the engine simulations when the spray model is applied in the RNG $k$-$\varepsilon$ and standard $k$-$\omega$ model simulations. Further investigations into the role of turbulence models and mesh type and size have been carried out. The investigations in the constant volume chamber show that the spray model does not behave as expected with the unstructured meshed zones. On the other hand, RANS model is globally functional to predict the spray characteristics in the structured mesh zones; however, it still requires tunings for each model to achieve good estimation.

In conclusion, it is found that the standard $k$-$\varepsilon$ model is flexible to operate different models in FLUENT. To examine further detail of flow and spray characteristics, more investigations are required to understand the functionality of turbulence models associated with spray injection models and mesh configurations.

As a recommendation for future work, it is suggested to continue the investigations on the interaction between the turbulence model and the spray model with structured mesh in the engine model. Even though a structured mesh has less flexibility and the hybrid mesh is recommended by the software itself, it would be interesting to present results comparing the structured and unstructured meshes. Furthermore, it should also be beneficial to simulate these flows with much more expensive turbulence models, such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES), to study the flow structure in details. Moreover, it would be convenient to have additional experimental data for the in-cylinder flow
investigations to determine the quality of the numerical simulations. Finally, the further analysis in the ultra-high injection pressure higher than 300 MPa is interested in by taking an advantage of CFD capability.
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Appendix A  Time Series of In-cylinder Flow Structure Development in Each Turbulence Model

Figure A.1 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with coarse mesh
Figure A.2 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with refined mesh
Figure A.3 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with fine mesh
Figure A.4 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the RNG k-ε model with refined mesh
Figure A.5 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the RNG k-ε model with fine mesh
Figure A.6 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ω model with refined mesh
Figure A.7 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ω model with fine mesh
Figure A.8 – Naturally aspirated in-cylinder flow structure development by the DES Spalart-Allmaras model with fine mesh
Figure A.9 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with coarse mesh
Figure A.10 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with refined mesh
Figure A.11 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ε model with fine mesh
Figure A.12 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the RNG k-ε model with refined mesh
Figure A.13 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the RNG k-ε model with fine mesh
Figure A.14 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ω model with refined mesh
Figure A.15 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the standard k-ω model with fine mesh
Figure A.16 – Turbocharged in-cylinder flow structure development by the DES Spalart-Allmaras model with fine mesh
Appendix B  FLUENT In-Cylinder Model Setup Procedure

Due to the complexity of the geometry associated with moving boundaries, an engine simulation in FLUENT requires a lot of parameters to be set up. In this appendix, the configurations of in-cylinder models are discussed using one of the engine simulation cases utilized in the thesis work. Also, some useful tips in FLUENT are provided for this type of problem. The texts with border indicate an option selected from the FLUENT menu. Note that the following information is based on FLUENT 6.3. Some changes may have been made in the later versions. Please follow the manual by the developer.

**B.1. Models**

Main equations to be used to solve a problem are selected in this model definition. Models for chemical reactions, multiphase flow, discrete phases, etc., are activated here.

Define $\rightarrow$ Models $\rightarrow$ Solver…

Time: Unsteady

Define $\rightarrow$ Models $\rightarrow$ Viscous…

Model: k-epsilon (2 eqn.)

Define $\rightarrow$ Models $\rightarrow$ Energy…

Enable Energy Equation

**B.1.1. Materials**

Materials of fluids and solids can be defined here. FLUENT has a library of materials and a user can also modify these properties to adjust to a problem condition.

Name: air

Density: ideal-gas

**B.1.2. Boundary Conditions**

Groups of boundary types that were assigned in Gambit will be reflected as boundary conditions. If no boundary type was specified in Gambit, all boundaries will be set to wall.
Define → Boundary Conditions…

Set each boundary condition as follow.

- **inlet**

  **pressure-inlet**
  - Gauge Total Pressure (pascal): 0 constant
  - Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure (pascal): 0 constant
  - Direction Specification Method: Direction Vector
  - Coordinate System: Cartesian (X, Y, Z)
  - X-Component of Flow Direction: 0 constant
  - Y-Component of Flow Direction: -0.866 constant
  - Z-Component of Flow Direction: -0.5 constant

**Turbulence**
- Specification Method: Intensity and Hydraulic Diameter
  - Turbulent Intensity (%): 1
  - Hydraulic Diameter (mm): 23.64

**Thermal**
- Total Temperature (k): 318 constant

Direction of inlet flow and hydraulic diameter is shown below.

**Direction Specification Method**
- Direction of inlet flow is parallel to intake runner wall which has 30 degree angle to the horizontal plane. Therefore,
  
  \[ Y = - \cos 30^\circ = -0.866 \]
  
  \[ Z = - \sin 30^\circ = -0.5 \]

**Hydraulic Diameter**
Hydraulic diameter is defined as area divided by perimeter. Since the inlet is 33.522 mm high and 18.2375271916 mm wide, the hydraulic diameter will become,

\[ D_h = \frac{4A}{P} = \frac{4 \times 33.522\text{mm} \times 18.2375271916\text{mm}}{2 \times 33.522\text{mm} + 2 \times 18.2375271916\text{mm}} = 23.64\text{mm} \]

- **outlet**

  **pressure-outlet**

  **Momentum**

  Gauge Pressure (pascal): 0 constant

  Backflow Direction Specification Method: From Neighbouring Cell

  **Turbulence**

  Specification Method: Intensity and Hydraulic Diameter

  Backflow Turbulent Intensity (%): 1

  Backflow Hydraulic Diameter (mm): 23.64

  **Thermal**

  Backflow Total Temperature (k): 318 constant

- **cylinder-head (Wall)**

  **Thermal**

  Thermal Conditions: Temperature

  Temperature (k): 360 constant

  Using “copy to” option allows users to assign the same boundary conditions to all the other walls.

**B.1.3. Grid Interface**

Interfaces created in the pre-processor are connected in this section.

*Define → Grid Interfaces…*
### B.1.4. Dynamic Mesh

In-cylinder model is activated to specify engine configurations and to control the simulation by crank-angle instead of time. Piston position is also defined by crank-angle, connecting rod length and piston stroke. Piston stroke cutoff is specified if the piston layer were impaired by valves reaching into the layer. Cutoff is designed to move the piston layer by the number specified above; therefore, not allowing valves to cross the face between the piston layer and chamber zone.

Define → Dynamic Mesh → Parameters…

Enable Dynamic Mesh and In-Cylinder in Models list. Enable Smoothing, Layering, and Remeshing in Mesh Methods list. The detailed theory about dynamic meshing has been discussed in the subsections of Section 2.4.

#### Smoothing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring Constant Factor</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Node Relaxation</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Tolerance</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Iterations</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Layering (Ratio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split Factor</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapse Factor</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Remeshing (Local Cell & Region Face)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Length Scale (mm)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Length Scale (mm)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Skewness</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Cell Skewness</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size Remesh Interval</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### In-Cylinder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crank Shaft Speed (rpm)</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Crank Angle (deg)</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crank Period (deg)</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crank Angle Step Size (deg)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston Stroke (mm)</td>
<td>92.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Rod Length (mm)</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston Stroke Cutoff (mm)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Valve Lift (mm)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B.1.5. Valve Profile

Valve motion can be controlled by either User Defined Function (UDF) or a profile written in a certain format using any word processor. If a profile is used, the file extension has to be changed to "prof". For instance, valve profile can be written as following:

```
((ex-valve 5 point)
 (angle 240 270 300 330 360)
 (lift 0 0.0038395 0.007679 0.0038395 0))

((in-valve point 5)
 (angle 360 410 460 510 560)
 (lift 0 0.0037185 0.007437 0.0037185 0))
```

The profile can be plotted by entering a command in Text User Interface (TUI) as,

```bash
> define/models/dynamic-mesh-controls

/define/models/dynamic-mesh-controls> icp

/define/models/dynamic-mesh-controls/in-cylinder-parameter> ppl

#f
Lift Profile: (1) [] ex-valve
Lift Profile: (2) [] in-valve
Lift Profile: (3) []
Start: [360]
End: [1060]
Increment: [10]
Plot lift? [yes]
```
### B.1.6. Dynamic Mesh Zones

Each zone that is allocated to the dynamic mesh is set up in this section. Moving boundaries such as piston and valves are assigned to rigid body zone and the motions of them are specified by each profile. Piston-limit profile is selected if the cutoff is used. Deforming zones are used in the zone which experiences deformation by the result of the boundary motions.

Define → Dynamic Mesh → Zone…

**Deforming**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Names</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Geometry Definition</th>
<th>Meshing Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chamber</td>
<td>Deforming</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smoothing and Remeshing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Zone Parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius (mm)</td>
<td>Minimum Length</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Length</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Skewness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Axis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-interface-ob</td>
<td>Deforming</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Zone Parameters</td>
<td>Minimum Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius (mm)</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Length</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Skewness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Axis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-interface-ob</td>
<td>Deforming</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Zone Parameters</td>
<td>Minimum Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radius (mm)</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Length</td>
<td>Scale (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Skewness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cylinder Axis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rigid Body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Names</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Motion Attributes</th>
<th>Meshing Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motion UDF/Profile</td>
<td>Cell Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valve/Piston Axis</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X     Y     Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-stem-low</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>ex-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-valve</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>ex-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-valve-layer</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>ex-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-valve-side</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>ex-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-valve-top</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>ex-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-stem-low</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>in-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-valve</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>in-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-valve-layer</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>in-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-valve-side</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>in-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-valve-top</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>in-valve</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piston</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>piston-full</td>
<td>0 0 1 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piston-layer</td>
<td>Rigid Body</td>
<td>piston-limit</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stationary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone Names</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Meshing Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cell Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylinder-head:001</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default-interior:032</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(interior between ex-port and exhaust-valve-layer)

The cell heights in rigid body and stationary boundaries are critical for dynamic layering. The height may decide the order to generate a new layer of cells because it is assumed that FLUENT uses either the cell height of a stationary boundary (e.g., default-
interior:032) or moving boundary (e.g., exhaust-valve), and both cell heights could be set the same. To avoid the issue, it is recommended to run a mesh motion test beforehand.

**B.1.7. Dynamic Events**

Dynamic mesh events list activated and deactivated zones during the simulation. It is convenient to deactivate the port for which the valve is fully closed so that port cells are rejected from the calculation. However, this option is not available in parallel processing.

![Define → Dynamic Mesh → Events…

Number of Events: 8](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Crank Angle</th>
<th>Setup Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ex-valve-open</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Create Sliding Interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Name</strong> exhaust-interface</td>
<td>Interface Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Zone 1</strong> exhaust-interface-ob</td>
<td>Interface Zone 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Zone 2</strong> exhaust-interface-ib</td>
<td>Interface Zone 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-valve-open</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>Create Sliding Interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Name</strong> intake-interface</td>
<td>Interface Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Zone 1</strong> intake-interface-ob</td>
<td>Interface Zone 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Zone 2</strong> intake-interface-ib</td>
<td>Interface Zone 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex-valve-close</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>Delete Sliding Interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Name</strong> exhaust-interface</td>
<td>Interface Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-valve-close</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Delete Sliding Interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interface Name</strong> intake-interface</td>
<td>Interface Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active-exhaust-port</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>Active Cell Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zone(s)</strong> exhaust</td>
<td>Zone(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deactivate-</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>Deactivate Cell Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhaust-port</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zone(s)</strong> exhaust</td>
<td>Zone(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active-intake-</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>Active Cell Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>port</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zone(s)</strong> intake</td>
<td>Zone(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deactivate-</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>Deactivate Cell Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake-port</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zone(s)</strong> intake</td>
<td>Zone(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the above case, piston position at 360 degree is at Top Dead Centre (TDC) and the engine cycle starts from 360 degree. Moreover, it is not necessary to have the valves at fully closed position in the real engine case. The option of deactivating port zones is only functional when serial processing is utilized. It does not work out with parallel processing.
B.1.8. Controls
Relaxation factors, pressure-velocity coupling and discretization are to be set up.

\[\text{Solve} \rightarrow \text{Controls} \rightarrow \text{Solutions} \ldots\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under-Relaxation Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Kinetic Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Dissipation Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure-Velocity Coupling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discretization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>First Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>First Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Kinetic Energy</td>
<td>First Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Dissipation Rate</td>
<td>First Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>First Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.9. Initialization
Initial condition of flow domain needs to be defined before the calculation begins.

\[\text{Solve} \rightarrow \text{Initialize} \rightarrow \text{Initialize} \ldots\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compute From</th>
<th>blank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauge Pressure (pascal)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Velocity (m/s)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Velocity (m/s)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Velocity (m/s)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Kinetic Energy (m^2/s^2)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent Dissipation Rate (m^2/s^3)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (k)</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.10. Execute Command
Execute command is a useful function to run commands at every specified iteration or time-step. For example, besides using the animation function in FLUENT, images of contours can be captured and saved to a directory in a variety of formats. Below is the list used to capture velocity vectors and contours of each section view at
every five time-step. Available commands can be found in the TUI manual or simply hit the Enter key to show options in the FLUENT console.

**Solve** → Execute Commands…

**Defined Commands:** 19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Every</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>command-1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set-window 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set contours surfaces 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp cont velo-mag 0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp view res-view view-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp hard-copy &quot;TEST-TDC10a-velo-mag-%t.tif&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set-window 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp surface-grid 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp view res-view view-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp hard-copy &quot;TEST-TDC10a-gird-%t.tif&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set-window 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set contours surfaces 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp contour velo-mag 0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp view res-view view-xz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp hard-copy &quot;TEST-TDC10a-velo-mag-xz-%t.tif&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set-window 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp set contours surfaces 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp contour velo-mag 0 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp view res-view view-xy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command-19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Time Step</td>
<td>disp hard-copy &quot;TEST-TDC10a-velo-mag-xy-%t.tif&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By default, files will be stored on the desktop. By specifying a path for the save folder, for example, “C:\Users\NAME\Documents\3D ENGINE\Velocity-%t.tif”, all files will be saved to the directory specified. Note that files can only be saved in an existing folder. Also, it is required to change the setting of hardcopy to the set up done above.

**File** → **Hardcopy…**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Coloring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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